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Abstract: The present paper studies computing method of fractal dimension by using the image storing principles on computer. As an example of its application on char surface structure, by applying Matlab, the binary image and matrix about the surface pore were learned by processing and analyzing the SEM photographs of char samples during combustion. In accordance with the characteristics of binary digital image, have been minutely discussed based on the fractal theory that the principle and method of calculating SPFD by use of box-counting dimension.
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1 Introduction
Fractal geometry is an excellent mathematical approach in the study of irregular geometric objects. Fractal dimension can indicate some characteristics of images obtained from nature. The application of fractal theory allows description of various states of fragmenting and branching in biological, ecological and other systems[1-7]. The char is a carbon material with complicated surface structure and is featured with fractal characteristics, and the char SPFD (surface pore fractal dimension) could reflect the process of char burning in substance. Utilizing the powerful matrix operation function of Matlab, the char SPFD of SEM image could be obtained using Matlab language. Matlab has the structured control language, such as for circulation, while circulation, break sentence and if sentence, and has the programming characteristic facing object. In Matlab, the grammar can not be restricted strictly, the degree of freedom is large in writing program, and the transplantation of the program is good. The figure function of Matlab is powerful, provided with various kinds of toolboxes applied to image processing. Because processing the image is in the divided windows using Matlab to compute SPFD, the whole result of counting the boxes and every pixel of fractal image can be observed. At the same time, because of its powerful function in displaying figure, Matlab can display the binary image with fractal characteristic. Oppositely, the program written with Vc++6.0 can't see the whole result. This paper proposes a quantitative method to analyze the char SPFD from SEM images using image processing and statistical analysis in Matlab, which is a pixel-covering method to cover the object being analyzed with grids having the same dimensionality as the containing space. The Matlab program of this method is illustrated using the Cantor-Set and Koch-Set.

2 Theory of calculating SPFD
According to the basal theories of calculating fractal dimension, the calculating method could be divided into box-counting, PENTLAND[8] and KELLER[9]. As a result, box-counting is, at present, more widely used. According to the different arithmetic approaches, the box-counting are divided into such methods as PELEG, GANG, NIRUPAM, XIE[10,11], each of which has its respective applicable objects, advantages, and disadvantages. This article gives the calculating method of SPFD on the basis of the counting probability of the boxes covering the object being analyzed. Assuming that $F$ is a random non-empty boundary subset in $R^n$, and the $N_\delta(F)$ is the minimal set...
number that overlaying $F$, with $\delta$ as its maximum diameter. The box-counting of set $F$ can be defined essentially as follows [12]:

$$\text{Dim}_\delta F = \lim_{\delta \to 0} \frac{\log N_\delta(F)}{-\log \delta}.$$  

In application, the set that covering $F$ could be a small ball, a net cube, or a $\delta$-plane grid. What we will study is the distribution and transformation of the pore on char surface, that is to say, the changes in area as concerned on the SEM image in size, quantity and area. Therefore, for a two-dimensional SEM image, this implies coverage with squares of a specific size. The image can be framed with orthogonal line grids of increasing lattice constant. The number (N) of meshes containing any part of char surface pore aggregate is counted for each square size (lattice constant $\delta$).

$$\log N_\delta = D_\delta \cdot \log(\delta^{-1}) + C$$  

Where $D_\delta$ is the fractal dimension. For discrete digital image, the minimum lattice scale contains 1 pixel, here $\delta^{-1}$ is the pixel number of the original image side. If $\delta^{-1}$ is overly large, displaying that index exceeds matrix dimensions in Matlab, the resulting number of samples may not be sufficient for statistical analysis, which is important for Matlab to achieve automatic computation.

For example, for the binary SEM image as shown in Fig.1, the fractal dimension could be calculated as follows: assume that using a grid whose every small square’s side length is $\delta$ ($\delta \leq 1$, the lattice scale is the size of fractal image as $\delta=1$) to cover the fractal image. The small square including concerned pixel is white square, while the background square is black. As seen in Fig.1, $\delta=1/4$, $N_\delta(F)=13$, thereinto $N_\delta(F)$ is the number of nonzero matrix covering the fractal image. Upon the analysis above, the matrix (Fig.1b) is divided into blocks with equal line and column number ($\delta^{-1}$), while the total number of blocks containing is counted as $N_\delta$. Normally, $\delta^{-1}$ is selected as 1, 2, 4, \ldots, $2^i$, and for each $\delta^{-1}$, there is a corresponding $N_\delta$. Herein, $\delta$ stands for the square size, and $N_\delta$ stands for the number of squares containing char surface pore aggregate. On the double-logarithmic plot of $\log(\delta^{-1})$ against $\log N_\delta$, the slope of the fitting straight line through least-square method is just the box-counting fractal dimension of the SEM image [13].

$$\log N_\delta = D_\delta \cdot \log(\delta^{-1}) + C$$  

SPFD is the description about the pore’s distributing condition on char surface, and factors influencing it includes the number of pores, the smooth degree of pore edge, the distribution of pore and aperture in SEM image, etc.. Generally, The value of SPFD is between 1$\sim$2 [14,15].

### 3 Matlab algorithm of calculating SPFD

#### 3.1 The processing and analysis of SEM
Let us take the SEM image of PINGDINGSHAN pyrogenation coal at low temperature as an example, and see how it is processed and analyzed:

3.1.1 Image pretreatment

All the images that Matlab processes are digital images, which are actually quantified two-dimension sampling array. The gray variation of SEM image could represent the roughness and distribution of char surface pore, so the SEM image need to be processed in order to convert it into black-white image whose gray value is between 0~255 by software Photoshop.

3.1.2 Image segmentation

In image analysis on a machine sense of vision, the key issue is how to distinguish the concerned image from the complicated background, the process of which is image segmentation. Approximately, there are three ways of image segmentation: threshold method, district method and edge examining method. As seen in Fig.2, threshold method is the proper way to segment SEM image. As shown in Fig.2, the gray histogram consists double apices and one valley, therefore, the gray value of the valley could be as the threshold of image segmentation. There are various calculating methods obtain the threshold. In Matlab conic $y=ax^2+bx+c$ can be used to calculate threshold to fit the histogram between double apices, with $x=-b/2a$ as the segmentation threshold.

3.1.3 Obtaining binary image and matrix

In Fig.3, the area that has been marked 1 is just a cluster in Matlab analysis, and the size and number of the area show the dimension and quantity of the cluster. The physical meaning of them are the char pore size and number of SEM image respectively.

After image segmentation, conversing SEM image to binary image, each pixel in the new one is either black or white (Fig.3a). Then, through a program, the binary image was converted to a data file, which was in the form of a matrix. All the elements of the matrix correspond to the pixels of the binary image, and the element value is either 1 (white) or 0 (black) (Fig.3b), which is determined by the color of the pixel in the binary image. For the matrix, the mathematical computation software Matlab, which has a variety of toolboxes including image processing, was used in computations.

3.2 Matlab program of the fractal dimension

In Fig.3, the area that has been marked 1 is just a cluster in Matlab analysis, and the size and number of the area show the dimension and quantity of the cluster. The physical meaning of them are the char pore size and number of SEM image respectively.
With the digital binary matrix, as shown in Fig. 3, we could calculate the fractal dimension of char surface pore represented in SEM image making use of the theory of calculating SPFD that has been introduced before. Fig. 4 is the Algorithm pattern of calculating SPFD with Matlab.

In view of the binary matrix characteristics shown in Fig.3, on every kind of gridding size, we could calculate the square number \( N_\delta(F) \) covering concerned area in the binary image by scanning all sub-matrixes, the nonzero matrix of which just make up of \( N_\delta(F) \). This kinds of gridding partition and matrix numeration automatically suit Matlab actualization. The arithmetic adopted by this article is gradually halve the binary matrix. In order that this halving could be carried out, we should choose the short side of the binary matrix as the warranty to fix on the halving times, so assuming \( b = \min(h, w) \). The structure of the descending sequence \( \delta_k \) is also important, which decides whether \( \delta_k \to 0 \) can be actualized to the greatest degree.

\[
\delta_k = \left\{ \frac{1}{2^p} \mid 0 < p \leq \frac{\log b}{\log 2}, \ p \in N \right\} \tag{3}
\]

We validate the Cantor-Set and Koch-Set by the program, which have the strict self-comparability, the results as shown in figure 5 and figure 6. It may be bring errors when we construct these normal sets, thereby there are small deviation between actual dimension and theoretical dimension, as shown in table 1. The errors are among the allowable scope, so it is feasible to achieve automatic computation of SPFD by this program. The SPFD presented in Fig.3 calculated by this Matlab program is 1.8552.

![Fig.5 Result of Cantor-Set SPFD](image)

![Fig.6 Result of Koch-Set SPFD](image)

**Table 1** comparison between theoretical dimension and actual dimension

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fractal image</th>
<th>theoretical dimension</th>
<th>actual dimension</th>
<th>error %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cantor-Set</td>
<td>0.631</td>
<td>0.648</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koch-Set</td>
<td>1.262</td>
<td>1.246</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4 Conclusions**

(1) The distribution and transformation of char pore on the char surface, as exhibited on SEM image, are the changes of concerned area in size, quantity and
area, so direct box-counting is an efficacious method to calculate SPFD.

(2) The char SPFD can be calculated automatically on computer utilizing the powerful function of Matlab on matrix calculation. In program, there are two main factors to influence the result of the calculation: first, choosing the threshold correctly. Since the function of the Matlab program is basing on the binary image, some concerned area would be neglected or confused with background, if the choosing of threshold is improper, which will result in an error in calculation. Second, in order that $\delta_k \to 0$ be actualized to the furthest. For reaching this require, the image obtained by SEM is may as well be foursquare, otherwise $p$ must be chosen properly.
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